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Evidence for cooperative Na+ and Cl binding by
strongly hydrated L-proline†
Olga A. Dmitrieva,a Marina V. Fedotova *a and Richard Buchner *b
In nature the amino acid L-proline (Pro) is a ubiquitous and highly eﬀective osmolyte protecting cells
against osmotic stress. To understand this eﬀect knowledge of the hydration of Pro and its interactions
with dissolved salts is essential. We studied these properties by combining statistical mechanics and
broadband dielectric spectroscopy and found that Pro remains strongly hydrated up to high amino-acid
concentrations. This is also the case upon NaCl addition to a 0.6 M Pro solution. Here, additionally a
ProNaCl aggregate is formed with a stability constant of K1 E 0.95. . .1.25 M1, where Na+ and Cl
cooperatively bind to adjacent carboxylate-oxygen and ammonium-hydrogen atoms, respectively.
1 Introduction
The compatible osmolyte L-proline (Pro), pyrrolidine-2-carboxylic
acid, is a natural amino acid with very high protective activity
against protein denaturation evoked by temperature, dehydra-
tion, and chemical agents.1–4 In particular, Pro is synthesized
and accumulated in cells as a response to osmotic dehydration
stress experienced in high-salinity environments.5 Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations suggested that Pro molecules are
excluded from direct contact with the protein surface.6 As a
consequence, the hydration shell around the protein should
be strengthened and thus its native conformation stabilized,
suggesting that the protecting effect of Pro is indirect and
mediated by the solvent. This contrasts the infrared study of
Bruz´dziak et al.7 who claim that Pro directly binds to proteins
via its carboxylate group. With regard to freeze protection it is
interesting to note that at very high Pro concentrations the
solution does not freeze but exhibits a glass transition at 220 K8
similar to water hydrating proteins.9 Proline is a good redox
buffer, is capable of maintaining cellular pH and does not
perturb regular metabolic reactions even when present at high
concentration.10 Pro is also the most soluble of all proteino-
genic amino acids11,12 and was found to dramatically enhance
the solubility of sparingly soluble proteins in water.13 Due to its
isoelectric point of pH = 6.3 the zwitterionic form of Pro, with a
positively charged proteinogenic secondary ammonium (QNH2
+)
and a negative carboxylate (–COO) group, largely predomi-
nates in aqueous solution (Fig. 1). In contrast to other proteino-
genic amino acids, the nitrogen atom of Pro is part of a
pentagonal ring system constraining the rotation angle of the
C–N bonds.
The claimed6 preferential exclusion of Pro from the protein
surface implicates that the ability of this compound to act
as a natural bioprotectant should be connected to its hydration.
Despite considerable eﬀorts during the last decade to under-
stand Pro–water interactions only a few publications describe
its hydration structure.6,7,15–25 Moreover, the available quantitative
information is scattered considerably. For instance, hydration
numbers range from 20, obtained in a MD simulation,15 to 11–12
from statistical mechanics23 to 8–9, obtained with neutron
diffraction.17 Although the importance of hydrogen bonding
is well documented, information on the number and strength
of the formed Pro  H2O H-bonds is contradictory.8,13,16–19,26
Obviously, the current understanding of Pro hydration and
thus of its action as a bioprotectant is still insuﬃcient and
Fig. 1 Structure of L-proline14 with atom labeling used in the 1D-RISM
calculations. The arrow indicates the direction of the dipole moment.
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current knowledge on ion binding is even more patchy.
Complementing previous investigations of the Ivanovo
group,23–25 the present contribution aims to improve this
situation by combining the complementary approaches of
broadband dielectric relaxation spectroscopy27,28 (DRS) and
statistical mechanics calculations in the framework of the
reference interaction site model (RISM) integral equation
theory.29 For this purpose the interactions of Pro with
water and NaCl were studied over a wide range of L-proline,
c(Pro), and salt, c(NaCl), concentrations at room temperature.
Dielectric spectroscopy was chosen as it informs on the
collective dynamics of the sample and provides quantitative
information on solute–solvent and solute–solute interactions
in terms of effective hydration numbers and ion-association
constants, albeit without direct information on the location of
involved interaction sites.28,30 This technique, which probes
the response to a harmonic electric field of frequency, n, in
terms of the complex permittivity, e^(n) = e 0(n)  ie00(n) (e 0(n) is
the relative permittivity; e00(n) is the dielectric loss),27 has been
successfully used to study the hydration of biomolecules.31–33
On the other hand, modern RISM theory accounts for the
geometry and partial-charge distribution of solute and solvent
molecules and thus provides detailed information on solute–
solvent interactions at the molecular level.34–36 RISM calcula-
tions cannot provide information on dynamics but are much
less computationally demanding than MD simulations at
comparable accuracy for structural and thermodynamic data,
enabling exploration of the entire phase space covered by the
experiments.
2 Methods
2.1 Experimental
Samples were prepared gravimetrically without buoyancy correction,
using degassed water (Millipore, specific resistanceZ18 MO cm),
L-proline (99%, Sigma Aldrich, USA) and NaCl (pro analysi,
Merck, Germany). Sample densities, r, required to convert solute
molalities m (in mol kg1 solvent) into molar concentrations,
c (in M = mol L1) were determined at (25  0.01) 1C with a
vibrating tube densimeter (DMA 5000M, Anton Paar, Austria).
Taking into account all sources of error we estimate the
standard uncertainty of r to be 5  105 kg L1. Electrical
conductivities, k, were obtained at (25  0.005) 1C with a relative
uncertainty in k of 0.005 using the setup and following the
procedure described previously.37,38 The obtained data for r are
included in Tables 1 and 2, and those for k are given in Table 2.
Broadband spectra of relative permittivity, e0(n), and total loss,
Z00(n) = e00(n) + k/(2pne0) (e0 is the electric field constant), were
measured at (25  0.05) 1C in the frequency range 0.05 r
n/GHz r 89. At 0.05 r n/GHz r 50 data were determined by
reflectometry using an Agilent E8364B vector network analyzer
(VNA) with the corresponding E-Cal module. A coaxial-line cut-oﬀ
cell39 was used for nr 0.5 GHz whereas two open-ended coaxial-
line probes covered 0.2 r n/GHz r 20 (Agilent 85070E-020)
and 1 r n/GHz r 50 (Agilent 85070E-050).40 Measurements at
60 r n/GHz r 89 were performed with a waveguide interfero-
meter having a variable-pathlength transmission cell.41 The data
obtained with the diﬀerent instruments were concatenated and,
where necessary, Z00(n) was then corrected for the separately
Table 1 Densitites, r, and parameters of the D + D + D model for the DR spectra of aqueous L-proline solutions at 25 1C: static permittivity, e;
amplitudes, Sj and relaxation times, tj, of the resolved modes, j = 1. . .3; and high-frequency permittivity, eN; at concentrations c(Pro) of L-proline and
c(H2O) of water
c(Pro)/M c(H2O)/M r/kg L
1 e S1 t1/ps S2 t2/ps S3 t3/ps eN
0.098 54.03 1.00019 79.72 2.88 51.2 0.25 17.1 70.60 8.45 5.99
0.197 52.61 1.00342 81.99 5.83 52.7 1.48 17.6 68.67 8.54 6.02
0.395 49.56 1.00983 85.97 12.49 56.4 2.90 19.0 64.80 8.52 5.78
0.591 48.05 1.01608 90.53 17.82 61.4 4.15 19.8 62.52 8.79 6.04
0.787 46.25 1.02234 94.61 23.44 65.5 5.03 21.1 59.97 9.04 6.17
0.981 43.01 1.02857 98.41 30.05 67.2 6.59 21.6 55.90 8.86 5.86
1.944 34.98 1.05854 117.88 55.04 92.2 11.90 30.4 44.64 9.83 6.30
2.879 27.30 1.08713 136.09 77.91 126 17.64 35.0 33.97 10.8 6.56
3.805 22.36 1.11472 152.30 96.43 179 22.01 50.9 27.08 12.4 6.77
4.700 15.39 1.14066 167.85 117.29 262 26.15 57.4 17.69 12.7 6.72
5.569 11.76 1.16456 182.09 134.69 418 27.91 81.8 12.79 14.4 6.69
Table 2 Densitites, r, DC conductivities, k, and parameters of the D + D + D + Dmodel for the DR spectra of {Pro + NaCl}(aq) at 25 1C: static permittivity,
e; amplitudes, Sj and relaxation times, tj, of the resolved modes, j = 1. . .4; and high-frequency permittivity, eN; at concentrations c(NaCl) of NaCl and
c(Pro) of L-prolinea
c(NaCl)/M c(Pro)/M r/kg L1 k/S m1 e S1 t1/ps S2 t2/ps S3 t3/ps S4 t4/ps eN
0.205 0.604 1.02595 1.74 88.46 2.19 284 16.15 61F 4.47 19.8F 59.64 8.62 6.01
0.505 0.614 1.03621 4.18 85.08 4.34 213 13.98 61F 6.19 19.8F 54.43 8.33 6.13
0.999 0.605 1.05310 7.58 78.52 5.09 186 11.38 61F 7.40 19.8F 47.96 8.03 6.69
1.513 0.606 1.07483 10.58 73.41 5.92 200 9.51 61F 9.00 19.8F 42.10 7.56 6.89
2.023 0.614 1.09384 13.07 68.81 6.64 213 8.09 61F 10.56 19.8F 36.61 7.06 6.90
a Parameter values followed by the letter F were not adjusted in the fitting procedure.
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determined DC conductivity, k, to yield the dielectric loss,
e00(n). Examples of the obtained dielectric spectra are shown
in Fig. 2, 3 and Fig. S1, S4 (ESI†).
For the formal fit of the obtained e^(n) relaxation models
based on the superposition of n r 5 separate modes were
tested and scrutinized according to the criteria described in
detail previously.42,43 It turned out that the spectra of aqueous
L-proline solutions were best fitted with a sum
e^ðnÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
Sj
1þ i2pntj þ e1 (1)
of three Debye equations (n = 3; Fig. 2), whereas for the ternary
systems H2O + Pro + NaCl n = 4 (Fig. 3) was superior. In these
D + D + D and D + D + D + D models Sj is the amplitude and tj is
the relaxation time of mode j = 1. . .n (sorted from low to high n);
e1 ¼ lim
n!1 e
0ðnÞ is the high-frequency permittivity. The static
relative permittivity of the sample is given as e = eN +
P
Sj.
The obtained parameters are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
For dielectric relaxation through dipole rotation, as is the case
for all resolved modes of this investigation, the amplitudes, Sj,
are linked to the corresponding dipole concentrations, cj, via
eþ Ajð1 eÞ
e
Sj ¼ NAcj
3e0kBT
 meff;j2 (2)
where meﬀ,j is the eﬀective dipole moment and Aj is the associated
cavity field factor; NA and kB are the Avogadro and the Boltzmann
constant, T is the Kelvin temperature.30,44 For water molecules
the assumption of a spherical cavity with A = 1/3 is reasonable
and for the evaluation of solvent modes normalization to the
pure state is convenient as it allows elimination of meﬀ,i.
45
2.2 Calculations
Statistical mechanics calculations using the 1D-RISM approach
provide information on solution structure in terms of statistically
averaged atom–atom (or site–site, a–b) radial pair distribution
functions (PDFs), gab(r), for sites a on the reference molecule
interacting with sites b on surrounding species, whereas 3D-RISM
yields spatial distribution functions (SDFs), gb(r), for sites b
around the reference molecule.29,34,35 For the atom labeling of
Pro see Fig. 1; the solvent sites are designated as Ow and Hw.
For the present calculations the 1D-RISM Ornstein–Zernike
integral equation29 combined with the 1D-Kovalenko–Hirata
closure46 and the 3D-RISM integral equation47 coupled with the
3D Kovalenko–Hirata closure48 were used.
The calculations were performed using the rism1d and rism3d
codes from the AmberTools package49 and the MDIIS (Modifed
Direct Inversion in the Iterative Subspace) iterative scheme.48 The
1D-RISM equations were solved on a one-dimensional grid of 16384
points with a spacing of 2.5  103 nm and 10 MDIIS vectors.
The 3D-RISM equations were solved on a three-dimensional
grid of 300  288  288 points with 5 MDIIS vectors and with a
spacing of 0.01 nm. A residual tolerance of 106 was chosen.
These parameters were large enough to accommodate the
solute complex together with suﬃcient solvation space around
so that the obtained results are without significant numerical
errors. In the calculations interaction potentials were repre-
sented by long-range Coulomb and short-range Lennard-Jones
contributions. The atom coordinates of Pro were adopted from
Fig. 2 Dielectric loss, e00(n), spectra of (a) 0.591 M and (b) 4.700 M aqueous
L-proline solutions at 25 1C (symbols) and corresponding fits with the D +
D + D model (lines). The shaded areas indicate the contributions of solute,
slow water and bulk-like water.
Fig. 3 Dielectric loss, e00(n), spectra of 0.505 M NaCl in 0.614 M aqueous
L-proline at 25 1C (symbols) and the corresponding fit with the D + D + D+D
model (line). The shaded areas indicate the contributions of ion aggregate
(IP), L-proline, slow water and bulk-like water.
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the PubChem Structure DataBase,14 whereas partial charges and
Lennard-Jones parameters were taken from the General Amber
Force Field (GAFF).50 For the solvent the modified SPC/E water
model (MSPC/E)51 was used. For further details see the ESI.†
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Aqueous L-proline
Qualitatively, the present dielectric spectra of aqueous Pro strongly
resemble those of the osmolyte ectoine,31 which is also a zwitterion.
Themode atB20 GHz, associated with the cooperative relaxation of
the H-bond network of—more or less unperturbed—bulk water,
strongly decreases in amplitude, S3, with rising solute concentration,
c(Pro) (Fig. 2 and Fig. S2, ESI†). At the same time a pronounced
solute-related mode rises at low frequencies, shifting fromB3 GHz
at c(Pro) = 0.098M toB0.4 GHz at the highest concentration studied
(5.569 M) due to increasing viscosity. Its strongly rising amplitude,
S1, largely overcompensates the decrease of S3 (Fig. S3, ESI†), so that
the static relative permittivity of the solutions monotonically rises
from e = 78.37 in pure water to 182 close to saturation (Table 1).
These findings for the two modes dominating e^(n) of aqueous Pro
solutions are in qualitative agreement with the previous dielectric
study of Rodrguez-Arteche et al.,21 who used a superposition of two
Cole–Cole (CC) equations (a CC + CC model) to fit their spectra.
Additionally, however, a weak relaxation of amplitude S2, located at
B8 GHz, could be resolved in our spectra. This weak intermediate-
frequency mode, which in ref. 21 is buried under the broad
wings of the two CC modes, can be attributed to retarded (slow)
water molecules hydrating Pro for reasons explained below and
detailed for similar systems elsewhere.28,31–33 No fast water
mode at B500 GHz31,52 could be resolved for Pro(aq) [and
{Pro + NaCl}(aq)] but its presence is obvious from the large
values of eN (Tables 1 and 2) and accordingly was taken into
account in the calculation of the total amplitude of bulk-like water,
Sb = S3 + eN(c(Pro))  eN(0), where eN(0) = 3.52, (Fig. S3, ESI†).30
Fig. 4 shows the eﬀective dipole moment, meﬀ(Pro), of
Pro obtained from S1 with eqn (2), which decreases linearly
from 19.3 D at c(Pro) = 0 to 17.2 D at 5.6 M. These data are
comparable to the results of Rodrguez-Arteche et al.21 but
considerably larger than the value of meﬀ(Pro) = 12.0 D predicted
by DFT calculations (Gaussian at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level with the
C-PCM solvation model)53,54 for a L-proline molecule embedded
in water.55 In analogy to previous osmolyte studies,28,31–33,56
this indicates strong hydration of Pro with parallel alignment of
solute and solvent dipoles. Support for this view comes from
DFT calculations of PronH2O clusters (Fig. S5, ESI†). Here
meff(Pro) = 20.4 D was obtained for a complex with n = 4 water
molecules interacting with the carboxylate moiety of Pro. This
value is slightly above the c - 0 limit of the experimental
data, whereas n = 3 yielded 16.2 D. Such cluster calculations
should not be over-interpreted as they yield a static picture and
account only implicitly for the embedding solvent but the
present results hint at Pro dehydration as a likely reason for
the decrease of experimental meff(Pro) values with rising c(Pro).
A further contribution to this decrease might be the emergence
of anti-parallel dipole–dipole correlations amongst neighbouring
L-proline molecules. Unfortunately, this cannot be checked as
RISM calculations are not sensitive to this effect.
Information on solute hydration was obtained with DRS by
evaluating the amplitudes of the solvent-related modes, here S2
(=Ss) and Sb, with eqn (2).
30 The quantiy S2 yielded the concen-
tration of retarded (slow) H2O, cs, and thus the corresponding
eﬀective hydration number, Zs = cs/c(Pro), of solvent molecules
per equivalent of solute that are slowed down compared to
more-or-less unperturbed bulk-like water. With increasing
solute concentration the retardation factor, r = t2/t3, increased
fromB2.0 toB5.7, indicating a considerable loss of rotational
mobility of these H2O molecules. The concentration of bulk-
like water, cb, was calculated from Sb and thus the total eﬀective
hydration number, Zt = (c(H2O)  cb)/c(Pro), with c(H2O) as the
analytical water concentration. The diﬀerence Zib = Zt  Zs
indicates the corresponding number of irrotationally bound (ib)
solvent molecules (more exactly, a polarization equivalent to Zib
solvent dipole moments, mweﬀ
57) per mole solute which apparently
disappeared from the spectrum. Based on previous results for
osmolytes and related compounds28,31–33,56 we argue that these
strongly bound H2Omolecules contribute to the solute relaxation.
Almost certainly, they do not form stiff, long-lived complexes with
the solute but adopt the rotational dynamics of Pro which is
dominated by the lifetime of the solute–solvent hydrogen bonds.
Fig. 5 shows the thus obtained eﬀective hydration numbers
of L-proline. Similar to the hydration numbers reported by
Rodrguez-Arteche et al.,21 the present values for Zt exhibit a
marked exponential decrease from B9 at infinite dilution
to B3 at the highest concentration studied. The variation of Zs
from 5.3 to 3.7 is much weaker and linear. As a consequence, the
number of ib water molecules, Zib, rapidly decreases, becoming
negligible at c(Pro) E 3.5 M.58 Decreasing Zi (i = t, s, ib) with
increasing c(Pro) indicates hydration-shell overlap and thus
competition of solute molecules for the same H2O molecules.
As a result, the latter becomemoremobile again. Note that at the
highest concentration studied the Pro :H2O ratio has dropped
Fig. 4 Eﬀective dipole moment, meﬀ (m), of L-proline in aqueous solution
at 25 1C and solute concentration c(Pro). The straight line represents a
weighted fit.
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toB 1 : 5.23. Therefore, all the water present at c(Pro) = 5.57M is in
the first coordination shell of a solute molecule and most of these
H2O molecules are slowed in their dynamics. For this reason, it is
unlikely for a solvent molecule that was strongly bound (ib) at
c(Pro)- 0 to be completely released above 3 M. More likely is the
release of water that was weakly bound at low c(Pro), whereas ib
H2O molecules gain enough mobility to be detected as slow water
with the rather large retardation factor of rE 5.
This view is supported by the present statistical mechanics
calculations. As expected from a molecule of this size, Pro can
accommodate a significant number, nt, of water molecules in
it first coordination shell. The 3D-RISM calculations yielded
nt = 25.4 at infinite dilution, dropping to 13.2 at c(Pro) = 6 M
(Table S1, ESI†), which means that above B1 M adjacent Pro
molecules will share water molecules. There are water mole-
cules close to the carbon atoms (Table S1, ESI†). However, the
large distances and the small peak heights of the associated
PDFs, as well as the large distances between the pyrrolidine
ring and the H2O located above and below this moiety derived
from the CDFs (Fig. S1, ESI†), clearly show that interaction of
these solvent molecules with the hydrophobic moieties of Pro
is only weak. This is in line with previous investigations.15,17,59
On the other hand, the PDFs gN1Ow(r), gO1Ow(r) and gO2Ow(r) (see
Fig. 1 for atom labeling) of water around the hydrophilic sites of
Pro exhibit well-defined maxima at r E 0.3 nm indicative of
pronounced hydration (Fig. S6 and S7, ESI†). This is also reflected
in the spatial distribution function obtained with 3D-RISM (Fig. 6).
As expected, the site-specific first-shell coordination numbers
obtained from these PDFs (Table S1, ESI†), and thus the resulting
sum for all hydrophilic sites, nh = nO1Ow + nO2Ow + nN1Ow, decrease
with increasing c(Pro) but with nh varying between 19.5 and 11.2
this value is always significantly larger than the DRS hydration
number Zt. Whilst recent MD simulations yielded hydration
numbers for the hydrophilic moieties that were similar to the
present nh,
15 neutron diﬀraction data gave nh E 8. . .9, inde-
pendent of c(Pro).17 The latter value agrees with Zt at vanishing
Pro concentration (Fig. 5). In part, this discrepancy between
experimental and computational results reflects a deficiency of
PDFs as these cannot indicate whether a solvent site at distance
r from the chosen reference solute site is not simultaneously at
a similar distance to another solute site. In the integration
yielding the coordination numbers such shared solvent mole-
cules are counted twice. Most problematic here are the two
oxygen atoms of the carboxylate group. The total coordination
number of this group at c(Pro)- 0 is almost certainly smaller
than the sum of nO1Ow [= 7.95] and nO2Ow [=7.10]. Nevertheless,
the RISM data clearly indicate that a large number of H2O
molecules experience solute–solvent interactions stronger than
solvent–solvent interactions. It is reasonable to assume that
these molecules are more-or-less slowed in their rotational
dynamics. Confirmation for the strong impact of Pro on water
dynamics also comes from the marked distance dependence
of the translational diffusion coefficient of water in these
solutions, as revealed by quasielastic neutron scattering.22
More specific information on solute–solvent interactions
comes from the PDFs gO1Hw(r), gO2Hw(r), gH8Ow(r) and gH9Ow(r)
(Fig. S7 and S8, ESI†) as their sharp peaks atB0.17 nm indicate
hydrogen bonding between the solute and solvent. According to
Fig. 5, the sum of carboxylate-H2O H-bonds, nO1Hw + nO2Hw, is
somewhat smaller than Zs over the entire concentration range
Fig. 5 Eﬀective hydration numbers of total bound water, Zt (K), and of
slow water, Zs (m) of L-proline in aqueous solution at 25 1C and solute
concentration c(Pro). Solid lines show weighted fits of these data, the
broken line gives the number of frozen H2O molecules, Zib = Zt  Zs
calculated therefrom.58 Also included are the 1D-RISM results for the total
number, nHB,tot (B), of H2O molecules H-bonded to L-proline and for
those binding to the carboxylate group, nO1Hw + nO2Hw (E, connecting
lines are a guide to the eye).
Fig. 6 SDFs of the hydrogen (blue) and oxygen (red) atoms of water (W)
around Pro at c(Pro) = 1 M showing the H2O molecules hydrating the
carboxylate moiety (I), the –NH2
+– group (II), and the pyrrolidine ring (III).
The isodensity surfaces correspond to SDF values of gPro–Hw(r) = 4.4 (a);
gPro–Hw(r) = 4.4 and gOw(r) = 3.5 (b); gPro–Hw(r) = 1.9 and gPro–Ow(r) = 4.0
(c); and gPro–Hw(r) = 1.8 and gPro–Ow(r) = 3.5 (d).
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studied, whereas the total number of Pro-H2O H-bonds,
nHB,tot = nO1Hw + nO2Hw + nH8Ow + nH9Ow, is slightly larger and all
three data sets run practically parallel. Most likely, it is these nHB,tot
water molecules hydrogen-bonded to Pro which dominate Zt
although it must be noted that according to DRS studies of
aqueous sodium n-alkylcarboxylate solutions the carboxylate group
in itself already binds B5.2 water molecules.60 Of these H2O
molecules hydrogen-bonding to Pro, the equivalent of B4  mweff
is effectively frozen at c(Pro) - 0 but with increasing L-proline
concentration the rotational mobility of this fraction increases57
(contributing thus to the slow-water mode) whereas an equivalent
amount of previously slow water becomes indistinguishable in its
dynamics from the bulk. Clear support for such a redistribution
comes from the observed relaxation times, where that of bulk-like
water increases from t3 = 8.3 ps in pure water to 14.4 ps at 5.6 M,
whereas the relaxation time of the slow-water mode simulta-
neously increases from t2 = 17.1 ps to 81.8 ps (Fig. S4, ESI†). As
a consequence, the retardation factor for slow water increases
from r = t2/t3E 2.0 toB5.7 and it appears that at c(Pro)\ 3 M
the water molecules H-bonded to Pro account for Zs.
The above findings allow closing the circle and returning to
the solute mode. In line with the cluster calculations (Fig. S5,
ESI†) we may conclude that the eﬀective L-proline moment of
meﬀ(Pro) = 19.3 D at c(Pro) = 0 (Fig. 4) is due to the essentially
parallel alignment of the solute dipole with Zib E 4 water
dipoles. With increasing c(Pro) the latter start to wobble more
and more, so that their contribution to meﬀ(Pro) continuously
decreases, reaching 17.2 D at 5.6 M and now caused by ZsE 3.7
rather strongly slowed (rE 5.7) but not frozen H2O molecules.
At very high concentration correlations among L-proline dipoles
may also contribute to the reduction of meﬀ(Pro) but detecting
those is outside the reach of RISM calculations. Indeed, based on
various experimental techniques and MD simulations Busch
et al.59 suggested proline–proline dimerization through electro-
static interactions at high c(Pro). In the postulated aggregate (their
Fig. 9) the dipole moments of the two constituting Pro molecules
should be practically anti-parallel. Based on results from various
techniques Troitzsch et al.16,18,19 also found evidence for dimeric
structures at high Pro concentrations, in particular at low
temperature. However, they found no evidence for mesoscale
aggregation postulated on the basis of spectroscopic and calori-
metric data.8 On the other hand, Civera et al.15 did not find any
evidence for Pro aggregation in their MD study.
3.2 NaCl addition to 0.6 M aqueous L-proline
Upon addition of NaCl to a 0.6 M Pro solution an additional
weak relaxation (parameters S1 and t1) emerged at B0.7 GHz
(Fig. 3 and Fig. S9, ESI†). To some extent, this newmode is almost
certainly due to ion-cloud (IC) relaxation of the electrolyte61 but
the IC amplitude is small and dies out at high salt concentrations,
c(NaCl) (Fig. 7). Since the formation of stable NaCl ion pairs in
aqueous solution is negligible,61 this means that a new dipolar
species is formed when Pro and NaCl are simultaneously present
in aqueous solution.
The modes associated with L-proline (S2 and t2 in Table 2),
slow water (S3, t3) and bulk-like water (S4, t4) essentially
remained at their positions62 but changed significantly in
amplitude. Whilst the decrease of S4—and thus of the asso-
ciated bulk-water amplitude, Sb = S4 + eN(c(NaCl))  eN(0),
where eN(0) = 3.52 is the pure water value (Fig. S10, ESI†)—was
expected because of strong Na+ hydration, the simultaneous
increase of the slow-water amplitude, S3 (Fig. 7), was surprising
as in the case of aqueous NaCl solutions there is no slow water
detected, i.e. Zt(NaCl) = Zt(Na
+) = Zib(Na
+).61 Also unusual was
the strong decrease of the L-proline amplitude, S2. As discussed
below, this is due to the formation of a ProNaCl aggregate,
which mainly causes S1.
With regard to hydration in electrolyte solutions, kinetic
depolarization of the bulk solvent by the moving ions has to be
taken into account when analyzing DRS data; see the ESI† for
details. Accordingly, using the approach of Sega et al.,63 the
present Sb values were corrected for this eﬀect to yield the
associated equilibrium amplitude, Seqb (Fig. S10, ESI†) and, via
eqn (2), the total concentration of bound water, ct, as a function
of salt concentration, c(NaCl) (Fig. 8a). The corresponding
concentration of slow water, cs, was directly obtained from S3.
Within experimental uncertainty, ct and cs increase linearly
with NaCl concentration.
Fig. 8a also shows the values expected for cs and ct on the
basis of the eﬀective hydration numbers Zs(Pro), Zt(Pro) and
Zt(NaCl) = Zib(Na
+),64 assuming additivity of the contributions
of 0.6 M Pro (smoothed values from Fig. 5) and the salt61 at
c(NaCl). Clearly, the experimental values for cs and ct exceed
the predicted concentrations of slow and total bound water,
indicating synergistic water binding by Pro and NaCl. Interest-
ingly, the excess of slow water, cexs , exceeds that of total bound
water, cext . Expressed in terms of ‘‘excess hydration numbers’’,
Zexs = c
ex
s /c(NaCl), Z
ex
t = c
ex
t /c(NaCl) and Z
ex
ib = Z
ex
t  Zexs (Fig. 8b),
this means that per formula unit of added NaCl Zext E 0.8 to
1.7H2O dipoles are additionally impeded in their dynamics—
presumably by interacting with the formed ProNaCl aggregate—but
Fig. 7 Relaxation amplitudes of slow water, S3 (m), L-proline, S2 (K), and
the lowest frequency mode, S1 (.), for NaCl solutions of concentration
c(NaCl), in 0.6 M aqueous L-proline at 25 1C. Also included is the ion-cloud
(IC) amplitude of NaCl(aq) (dash-dotted line; shaded area corresponds to
one standard uncertainty)61 and S1 corrected for this contribution (,).
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simultaneously about 1.5 to 0.7 initially frozen (ib) dipoles
partially regain mobility and are detectable as slow water again.57
The obtained 1D-RISM PDFs and 3D-RISM CDFs, see
Fig. S11–S13 (ESI†) for selected examples, and the extracted
coordination numbers (Table S2, ESI†) indicate that at least up
to c(NaCl) = 2 M added salt has only a marginal effect on the first
hydration shell. In that respect, the RISM results do not reflect
the additional appearance ofB2.4 slow H2O dipoles per equiva-
lent of added NaCl suggested by the experiments (Fig. 8b).
On the other hand, even when taking into account that with
nO1Ow E 7.3 and nO2Ow E 6.6 water molecules interacting with
carboxylate may be counted twice in 1D-RISM, these numbers
definitely exceed the number of H bonds, nO1Hw E 2.1 and
nO2Hw E 1.8 (Table S2, ESI†), involved in the hydration of the
anionic residue of Pro. Their sum also clearly exceeds the total
hydration number from experiment (Fig. 5); see the discussion
for salt-free Pro solutions. For the ammonium group a similar
discrepancy between nN1Ow [E4.2] and the sum of nH8Ow
[E0.85] and nH9Ow [E0.75] was found. Therefore, it appears
likely for the ProNaCl aggregate formed in these systems (see
below) that some of the H2O molecules which interact with but
are not H-bonded to carboxylate or ammonium are reduced in
their mobility because now they simultaneously interact with
Pro and the attached ions, Na+ or/and Cl.
Since in the free-running fits of the 0.6 M Pro + NaCl spectra
the relaxation time of the L-proline-related relaxation, t2, was
scattering for all samples around the value at c(NaCl) = 0,62 it is
reasonable to assume that salt addition does not change the
eﬀective radius (defining t2) and thus the eﬀective dipole
moment of this species. Accordingly, the amplitude of this
mode, S2, was evaluated with eqn (2) using meﬀ = 19.3 D. This
yielded DRS-detected L-proline concentrations, cDRS(Pro), drop-
ping from the analytical value, 0.6 M, at vanishing salt concen-
tration to 0.27 M at c(NaCl) = 2.023 M in a pattern suggesting an
equilibrium of the type
Pro + X" ProX (R1)
with associated equilibrium constant
K ¼ lim
cðNaClÞ!0
K (3)
where
K ¼ cðagÞ½cðProÞ  cðagÞ½cðNaClÞ  cðagÞ (4)
is the concentration ratio at finite salt concentration in 0.6 M
Pro(aq) and c(ag) = c(Pro)  cDRS(Pro) is the concentration of the
aggregate.
The thus obtained K values decrease initially but then seem
to level at B0.8 M1 (Fig. 9). Extrapolation to the equilibrium
constant is diﬃcult due to the limited data base and lacking
activity coeﬃcients for the involved species but values in the
range K1 E 0.95. . .1.25 M1 can be reasonably assumed. At
physiological NaCl concentrations, c(NaCl) E 0.154 M, the
concentration ratio is in the range of 0.95. . .1.15 M (Fig. 9).
Obviously, NaCl binding to Pro is weak but certainly it is not
negligible. Thus, this equilibrium should impact on the role of
this amino acid in physiological processes, ranging from its
action as an osmolyte to ion-induced protein folding.
Fig. 8 (a) Total concentration of bound water, ct (K), and associated
concentration of weakly bound (slow) water, cs(H2O) (m) of NaCl solutions
in 0.6 M aqueous L-proline at 25 1C. Also indicated are the concentrations of
slow water (dashed line) and total bound water (dash-dotted line) expected
from the eﬀective hydration numbers Zs(Pro), Zt(Pro) and Zt(NaCl) = Zib(NaCl).
The diﬀerences between experimental and expected values define the
excess concentrations cext and c
ex
s ; (b) corresponding excess hydration
numbers Zext (solid line), Z
ex
s (dashed line) and Z
ex
ib (dash-dotted line).
Fig. 9 Concentration ratios, K (K), of L-prolineNaCl aggregates as a
function of NaCl concentration, c(NaCl), in 0.6 M aqueous L-proline at
25 1C. The solid line is a weighted polynomial to all data, the dashed line is
a straight-line fit to values for c(NaCl) r 1.5 M. The shaded area indicates
the expected range for K at physiological NaCl concentrations.
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To the best of our knowledge no other numerical data for
the binding constant of NaCl to Pro have been published yet so
that a direct crosscheck of the present result is not possible.
However, Bro¨hl et al.65 studied anion-binding to L-proline-
based peptide models with several sodium salts using NMR and
MD simulations. In aqueous solutions they obtained values for
the anion binding constant in the range K1 E 0.29. . .0.77 M1,
which are very similar to the present results. Cation binding was
found to be negligible for the compounds of that study. However,
quantum-chemical calculations66 and gas-phase vibrational
spectra67 suggest that for Pro the situation might be diﬀerent.
The above determination of the binding constant, eqn (3) and
(4), just relies on the concentration of free L-proline calculated
from S2. Eqn (R1) is therefore compatible with ProNa+, ProCl
and ProNaCl as possibly formed complexes. Using the known
concentration of this species, c(ag) = c(Pro)  cDRS(Pro), the
amplitude of its relaxation, S1, was evaluated with eqn (2) to
yield the associated eﬀective dipole moment (Fig. S14, ESI†).
Within uncertainty limits meﬀ decreases linearly from 14.9 D at
c(NaCl)- 0 to 13.7 D at c(NaCl) = 2.0 M. Also shown in Fig. S14
(ESI†) are minimum-energy structures of ProNa+, ProCl and
ProNaCl obtained with Gaussian (B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level with the
C-PCM solvation model)53,54 with indicated dipole directions. The
corresponding eﬀective dipole moments are (4.7, 10.1 and 19.2) D
respectively. These data refer to—so to say—‘‘naked’’ aggregates
embedded in a continuum with the permittivity of water, i.e. the
quantum-chemical calculations did not explicitly account for the
water molecules hydrating the carboxylate and amino groups of
Pro. However, the relevant PDFs (Fig. S12 and Table S2, ESI†) of
the 1D-RISM calculations, as well as the 3D-RISM results (Fig. 10)
clearly show that also in NaCl solutions Pro remains strongly
hydrated. In the hydrated ProNaCl complex the dipole vectors
of the H2O molecules interacting with carboxylate (respectively
ammonium) are oriented roughly anti-parallel to the dipole
direction of the bare aggregate. Therefore, its meﬀ value should
be smaller than the 19.2 D of the naked species. Similar
considerations apply to ProNa+ and ProCl. Also here the
hydrated species should have eﬀective dipole moments that
are smaller than the 4.7 D (respectively 10.1 D) of the naked
aggregates. For this reason, the latter two species are unlikely
candidates for the dipole causing the lowest-frequency mode
detected for NaCl-containing solutions of 0.6 M aqueous Pro.
On the other hand, ProNaCl becomes more likely.
For glycine68 and alanine69 RISM calculations revealed that
these two amino acids bind Na+ as well as Cl. Fedotova and
Dmitrieva24 recently showed that also a single L-proline mole-
cule in aqueous NaCl is able to do so and the present 1D-RISM
(Table S2 and Fig. S12, ESI†) and 3D-RISM results (Fig. 10)
extend this finding to finite (0.6 M) Pro concentrations. In all
these calculations Na+ displaces water from the carboxylate
group and forms a contact ion pair. According to the potentials of
mean force determined for Pro at infinite dilution in NaCl(aq)24
the ammonium group on Pro interacts more strongly with Cl
than with hydrating H2O. In all cases the cation preferably
binds to the oxygen atom of the carboxyl group that is closest to
the amino group, whereas the anion forms a H bond with the
hydrogen atom closest to the carboxylate moiety. For Pro these
are O2 and H9 of Fig. 1.
Clearly, all RISM results suggest that Na+ and Cl are
simultaneously bound to the amino acid and that this process
involves cooperativity. However, statistical mechanics can only
provide equilibrium configurations and thus cannot directly prove
that Na+ and Cl are bound at the same time. Here, the present
DRS results can step in. Although the situation is complicated by
the overlapping ion cloud relaxation, the data strongly suggest
that the lowest-frequency mode detected for aqueous {Pro + NaCl}
solutions is due to a single dipolar species and ProNaCl is the
most likely candidate for that. Of course, probably also ProNa+
and ProCl are formed to some extent. However, within the
limitations of the experiment, there are no indications—like peak
broadening or systematic deviations in the fit of the spectra—that
would hint at the presence of a significant amount of these two
species. In view of our combined computational and experimental
results we may therefore safely conclude that in aqueous NaCl
solutions the amino acid L-proline—and almost certainly also
glycine and alanine—binds Na+ and Cl simultaneously in a
cooperative manner. Interestingly, the present data suggest that
this cooperative binding even leads to an increased amount of
bound water with Zext E 1–1.5 per mole added NaCl (Fig. 8).
Whether this is also the case for other amino acids and whether
there are possible ion-specific effects for this cooperative binding
process have to be elucidated in the future.
4 Concluding remarks
The present results of a combined dielectric and statistical
mechanics study of solutions of the amino acid and widespread
Fig. 10 SDFs of the hydrogen (blue) and oxygen (red) atoms of water (W),
of Cl (yellow) and of Na+ (green) around Pro at c(Pro) = 0.6 M and c(NaCl) =
0.5 M. The isodensity surfaces correspond to SDF values of gPro–Hw(r) = 1.97,
gPro–Ow(r) = 3.43, gPro–Cl(r) = 9.70 and gPro–Na(r) = 10.09.
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osmolyte L-proline in water and aqueous NaCl reveal that the
hydrophilic moieties of Pro remain strongly hydrated up to
high concentrations of Pro (Fig. 5 and Table S1, ESI†). Close to
the saturation limit of Pro in water,B6 M at room temperature,
all H2O molecules are in the first coordination shell of the
solute and shared among Pro zwitterions. The majority of these
solvent molecules are hydrogen bonded to the –COO and
QNH2
+ moieties (Fig. 6) and therefore considerably slowed in
its dynamics. The dipole vectors of these H2O are roughly
parallel to the dipole direction of Pro, leading to an enhanced
effective dipole moment of the solute (Fig. 4).
Proline hydration is rather insensitive to NaCl addition
(Table S2, ESI†). Most importantly, and this is the key finding
of the present investigation, Na+ and Cl are simultaneously
bound to Pro. The close vicinity of the binding sites of anion
and cation (Fig. 10) suggests that this ion binding of Pro (and
possibly other amino acids) has a cooperative component
which also aﬀects hydration (Fig. 8). The binding constant
was estimated to be K1 E 0.95. . .1.25 M1 (Fig. 9).
How do the above findings relate to the well-known protective
eﬀect of L-proline against osmotic stress? For unprotected cells
high salt content in the environment triggers the flow of water
from the cytosol to the extracellular fluid, ultimately leading to
dehydration and consequently denaturation of proteins. Due to
the strong hydration of Pro molecules, demonstrated by the
present investigation, their accumulation in the cell will oppose
water drainage under osmotic stress. It is still disputed whether
Pro is excluded from the protein surface and thus enforces protein
hydration6 or selectively binds via its carboxylate group.7 The
present investigation cannot clarify this issue. However, if selective
Pro binding to the protein occurs this has apparently no negative
eﬀect on protein stability. On the other hand, the cooperative NaCl
binding by Pro, demonstrated in this investigation, may prevent
direct interactions of Na+ or/and Cl with proteins and thus help
stabilizing them.
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